NOWADAYS
She had had a haunch of venison sent to her by another trapper
from a savage country from a savage kingdom in the North
(Scotland, probably), and so she might possibly spare me a chicken
if her housekeeper had succeeded in shooting a nice Boiler. I
then told her how over the week-end I had snared the last bottle
in all England, of Gordon's Lemon Gin and left the village inn-
keeper weeping with gratitude at my promise to send him a present
of tea. "I don't never get enough tea/' he whispered brokenly,
with a hunted look over his shoulder as though he were confessing
to some lurid trade in gun-running. Marguerite was interested to
learn that this was the third licensed house in Southern England
where tea was the most precious and the most welcome of all
gifts, in spite of shelf after shelf decorated with exotic bottles of all
shapes and colours and labels: "Dantziger Goldwasser"—they read
like the B.B.C. announcer giving us the war news from the occupied
countries of Europe. Unlike die poet who was a little ashamed
to realize that wherever he went, he still would find his "warmest
welcome at the Inn", I on the contrary am rather proud to think of
the English country inn as a familiar spot of warmth and geniality.
The deepest sorrow of catering under increasing difficulties has
little to do with appetite, for indeed the Food Minister has kept
his word not to let us go hungry; but the check on our hospitality
violates all our natural instincts to keep open house and to put
before friends and strangers, without any fuss, the best we have
ta offer. Nowadays we have painfully learnt that it simply cannot
be done, not even by sacrifice and going short ourselves. Luckily,
however, it is a lesson that all have had to learn without exception,
so that at least our wry tones are mutual and we do not have to
apologize or explain or cover up deficiencies one from the other.
In fact, the broadly comic element emerges as we need to speak
more and more frankly, accustomed now to throwing away
tradition and saying to the invited guest: "Sorry, I'm afraid after
all I can't have you. There's nothing to eat. They promised me
some plaice if they had any by n o'clock this morning, but they
hadn't, and even if they had we'd used up all our frying fat when
we had to have bubble-and-squeak last night because Nan was too
tired to go out." I remember another 'phone conversation on those
lines which sounded quite natural to both Rosemary and myself
at either end, though it would have been absolutely incredible in
pre-war days. I was just explaining that I did not think I could
possibly manage to give them dinner for Humphrey's birthday
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